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Your workforce is one of your most powerful tools 
for success. By understanding and overcoming your 
human-resource obstacles, you can cultivate a strong 
workforce that fuels your mission. Here are four of 

the most common personnel concerns facing nonprofits – 
and ways to master them:

Recruiting and retaining top talent in 
light of budget constraints
How can you recruit and retain talented individuals without 
straining your budget? Fortunately, today’s workers are 
increasingly placing a high value on benefits other than 
salary. Here are five strategies that will help you gain an 
advantage in the talent wars without offering budget-busting 
compensation:
Adopt policies that promote work-life balance. 
Younger employees in particular are often willing to accept 
lower salaries in favor of flexible work schedules, work-from-
home options, and generous paid time off.
Invest in employee development. High-potential 
employees are constantly striving to advance their 
knowledge and skill sets, so offering helpful training and 
interesting courses will entice and retain top talent.
Cultivate a workplace culture that encourages 
camaraderie and teamwork. Occasional free lunches 
at work, employee social outings, and team volunteer 
days are all effective ways to boost employee satisfaction 
and contribute to your organization’s reputation as a good 
employer.
Offer a competitive benefits package. With healthcare 
costs continuously on the rise, employees are prioritizing 
affordable health insurance as a non-negotiable benefit. 
Collaborating with a provider of HR outsourcing services 
is one way to secure lower rates for group insurance.
Promote employee wellness. From providing 
healthy snacks in the office to stipends for employee gym 
memberships, wellness-related benefits appeal to potential 
employees and keep the existing team engaged.

Compliance with onerous personnel 
laws
In recent years, nonprofits have faced a slew of new and 
expanding federal laws that govern the treatment of workers. 
One example is the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), a 
federal law that establishes a minimum wage, overtime 

pay requirements, and other regulations governing the 
treatment of workers. A new rule that would have drastically 
expanded overtime pay protections was scheduled to take 
effect on December 1, 2016. However, a mere 10 days before 
the implementation deadline, a federal judge issued a 
nationwide injunction that temporarily blocked the rule. At 
the time of this writing, it is unclear whether the rule will 
ultimately be struck down or upheld. If upheld, an estimated 
4.2 million additional employees – those who earn up to 
$47,476 per year – will be entitled to time-and-a-half pay 
when they work more than 40 hours in a week. If the rule is 
struck down, your organization should still prepare for an 
expansion of overtime pay in the near future; the guidelines 
have not been updated since 2004 and are therefore out of 
sync with cost of living.
Not all nonprofit organizations are subject to FLSA and 
its rules on overtime pay. The law applies to nonprofits 
through either enterprise or individual coverage. Enterprise 
coverage – which means that all employees of the nonprofit 
are eligible for FLSA protections unless they qualify as 
exempt – applies only to nonprofits that generate $500,000 
or more in annual sales from ordinary commercial activities, 
such as running a gift shop. Organizations not subject to 
enterprise coverage may still be required to comply with 
FLSA if they employ workers who are eligible for individual 
coverage, which usually applies when a worker routinely 
engages in interstate commerce.
Federal laws like FLSA impose costly requirements and 
increase the risk of lawsuits and hefty financial penalties, 
which could pose a great threat to some organizations. The 
following steps will help you ensure compliance:
Perform an in-depth review of the requirements 
for all local, state, and federal laws governing employers, 
and determine how they apply to your organization. For 
instance, properly categorize all employees as exempt or 
non-exempt under the FLSA.
Ensure that managers and other influential 
employees have regular training on how to handle 
the legal issues they may encounter.
Publish an employee handbook clearly outlining 
workplace policies, rules, and guidelines. Be sure to regularly 
update the handbook to keep pace with changing laws, and 
disseminate a copy to each employee.
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Whether or not your organization has an HR 
department, make sure that all employees know to 
whom they should report concerns about HR-related matters.
Invoke the help of experts in HR law. Ask professionals 
who are well-versed in the complex laws regulating 
employment to review your organization’s policies, practices, 
and forms.

Managing volunteers
Volunteers may detract from your organization’s success if 
they aren’t managed properly. You’ll yield optimal results 
by striving to reduce turnover among volunteers. Here are 
a few strategies for recruiting and managing volunteers to 
maximize the benefits they provide:
Implement a formal screening process designed to 
recruit only those individuals who possess a genuine desire 
and ability to advance your organization’s mission. While 
potential volunteers need not be subjected to the same 
level of scrutiny as job applicants, it’s important to have a 
system in place for identifying those who are most likely 
to contribute positively to the organization – and weeding 
out those who pose a risk.
Understand what individuals hope to gain from 
volunteering, and determine whether they can offer 
skills or experience that will be of value to the organization. 
Armed with this information, pair volunteers with tasks that 
align with their backgrounds, motivations, and goals. This 
strategy will improve results for your organization while 
fostering volunteer loyalty and commitment.
Extend talent management best practices to 
volunteers. For instance, all team members – paid or 
unpaid – benefit from training, clear expectations, and 
regular feedback.
If your organization chooses to offer volunteers any 
type of compensation – even if it’s intended as a gift – it’s 
crucial to verify whether the compensation constitutes 
taxable wages for purposes of payroll tax liabilities. In some 
cases, offerings made to volunteers may even grant them 
employee status, which carries an array of legal rights for 
the individuals and responsibilities for the organization.
Ensure that volunteers know how much you 
appreciate their contributions. Ways of expressing 
gratitude include hosting volunteer appreciation events, 
sending personal thank-you cards, and publishing volunteer 
success stories in your organization’s newsletter.

Keeping employees focused on the 
organization’s mission
The idea that their work will support an important mission 
is a compelling reason for many employees to seek positions 
in the nonprofit sector. However, coping with operational 
issues may cause organizations to lose sight of their core 
missions. This lack of focus can affect employees, causing 

them to become disengaged and unproductive. Here are 
some strategies for avoiding this disconnect:
Ensure that the organization’s leaders are genuinely 
devoted to the mission. Inspiration must begin at the 
organization’s helm to keep employees anchored.
Frequently communicate the core mission, using the 
mediums that are most likely to capture the attention of 
employees at all levels. For example, incorporating clear 
references to the mission into frequent e-mail and social-
media messaging will be more effective than merely stating 
it in the employee handbook or on a poster in the break room.
Link employees’ individual goals to the overall mission 
of the organization, and highlight the ways in which progress 
on those goals supports the mission. When employees are 
consistently reminded of how they’re contributing to the 
organization’s cause, they feel motivated to perform to the 
best of their abilities.
Define metrics by which to measure progress on the 
mission. Members of the team will become frustrated and 
disengaged without a clear idea of what’s expected of them.
Celebrate milestones, recognizing the employees who 
are contributing to the organization’s success.
With personnel concerns constantly evolving, nonprofit 
organizations may struggle with the financial and logistical 
burden of managing them. Outsourcing HR functions to 
skilled experts at a professional employer organization 
(PEO) is an excellent way for nonprofits to achieve better 
results while reducing costs and improving efficiency. With 
more time and resources available, nonprofit organizations 
can focus on their most important duties: fulfilling the core 
missions that inspire them.  

This article was prepared by Creative Business Resources 
(CBR), a leader in the HR outsourcing industry. CBR (cbri.
com) has been committed to delivering a wide range of 
customized HR services to clients since 1998.
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